A method
for computing Ice shapes along the leading edge of a wing and a method for predicting Its aerodynamlc performance degradation due to icing is described.
Ice shapes are computed using an extension of the LEWICE code which was developed for airfoils.
The aerodynamic properties of the iced wlng are determined wlth an interactive scheme In which the solutions of the Invlscld flow equations are obtained from a panel method _and the to the Icing Workshop held at NASA Lewis Research Center annually and by the several papers presented each year at the AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting. A new Interaccombine it wlth a method for the determination of tlon law Is used to couple the Invlscid and viscous performance, and to do so for three-dlmenslonal flow solutlons, flows over complete airframes and at a modest cost
The application of the LEWICE wing code to the calculation of ice shapes on a MS-317 swept wing show good agreement with measurements.
The interactive boundary-layer method is applied to a tapered Iced wlng in order to study the effect of icing on the aerodynamic properties of the wlng at several angles of attack .....
1.O Introduction
The National Aircraft Icing Technology Plan 1 called for the creation of a method to simulate Ice accretion on an aircraft and predict the effect of ice accretion on aircraft performance. This paper presents results which suggest that the realization of this goal is within reach, largely due to the technical and organizational abilities of NASA Lewis Research Center, which developed the LEWICE code for the calculation of Ice-accretlon on airfoils as a function of atmospheric condltlons 2,3 and supported the development of methods to determine the resulting aerodynamic properties of iced airfoils and wlngs. 4-6 At the same time, the so that the implications of aircraft geometry, angle of attack, speed, and atmospheric conditions can be predicted.
It is self-evldent that thls achievement will be of value only if the components of the simulation method as well as the full simulation method In its entirety are tested and the results compared wlth experimental data.
It is generally accepted that the variation of the shapes of ice wlth atmospheric conditions which lead to rime ice can be determined on airfoils wlth the current version of the LEWICE code and that the shape of glaze Ice, ._It_ough acceptable, can and should be improved, mb'l; In this work It Is assumed that the LEWICE code Is the best available, generally satisfactory, and amenable to improvement.
Thus, the problem Is to develop a threedimensional version of the LEWICE code and combine it with a three-dlmenslonal method for the determination of aerodynamic properties, taking into account the fact that Ice formations are neither continuous nor smooth.
Since one of the main components of the present computer method to predict ice shapes Is a method for the solution of NASA Lewis Research tunnel has been used for the !nvlscld-flow equations, It would be advantageous study of the process of Ice formation, and an If thls approach could also be used for the predlcexperimental program has been initiated to measur__ tlon of aerodynamic properties of iced wings. The results of Section 6 show the Influence of 390 and l164-second rime Ice on the performance degradation of a NACA 0012 tapered wlng at several angles of attack. In thIs case, the Interactive boundary-layer calculatIons were performed for a prescribed ice shape distribution along the wing leading edge using the procedure described in Section 4.
The paper ends wlth a brief discussion of the Implications of the work and a summary of the more important concluslons. The water entering a control volume consists of: (I) water droplets ImpInglng on the airfoil surface, and (2) water 'running back" from an adjacent upstream control volume. The trajectory calculations for an airfoil section in a plane normal to the leading edge of the wing are similar to those for a two-dlmenslonal flow.
2.0
Instead of solving two equations of motion in the x and y directions, we now need to conslder three equatlons In the x,_ and z dlr_c_)on)_Yen though the pa_tIEle paths are calculated only In plane normal to the leading edge of the wing according to the model discussed previously. To elaborate on this point further, we use the traJectory analysis discussed in Ref. 3 and apply appropriate modifications to incorporate our equivalent infinite swept wing approach into the twodimensional analysis. 3
Let us consider a water particle in a flowfield where the freestream velocity makes an angle with the x-axls, as shown In Fig 3. The (x,y)
coordinate system represents the alrfoll coordinate (28) are subject to the following boundary conditlons 
Interact!Qp Law
To account for posslble flow separation, as In two-dimensional flows, we use the Interaction law of Veldman 27 where, for airfoil flows, the edge velocity is expressed as the sum of an Invlscld velocity u_(x) and perturbation velocity _Ue(X) due to viscous effects, that is,
The perturbation velocity ts given by the Hllbert integral In the former case, the independent variables are deflned by
For the dependent variables u, v and w, we Introduce a two-component vector potential such that uh2stn e = _y, WhlSln e , a._#O ay'
In addition, dimensionless parameters f and g are defined by
U o = (Uevs)l/2 _ee hlslneg(x'z'n) (bf')' ÷ ef' + m2(f') 2 ÷ msf'g' + m8(g')2 + mll
(bg')'
af' a_gL e' = mlf' + m6g' + mlO _ + m7 az
The coefficients ml to m12 are defined by The quast-three-dtmenslonal form of the equations, which are subject to the boundary conditions given by Eq. (49), are obtained from the above equations by setting aO a_ af'
ag' e e a'-z-= az = _ = az , 0 and m 6 = 0 (SO)
To generate the initial conditions near the leading edge of the iced wing, we use quasi-threedimensional boundary-layer equations expressed in the inverse mode given by
(bg")'
af' e' = mlf' ÷ ml0 aT (53)
The above equations can be further simplified if we assume that two adjacent defining sections of a wing are connected by straight line development, as commonly used in the wing design. This feature simplifies the problem of shaping the metal for a wing surface. As a consequence, we can neglect the geodesic curvature of x = constant lines, namely K 2, and thus set m 3 = m8 = O. From the definitions of m 4 and m S , it can be seen that as a result of the above assumption, these two terms are also small and can be neglected. We further assume that the local varlatlons In cross sections in the spanwise dlrectlon are sma11. Examination of the terms ml, m 2 and m 9 for a typical wing shows that m 2 reaches a value less than O.l very close to the leading edge (x/c < O.Ol) and m9 reaches a maximum value of 0.2.
However, their magnitudes rapidly decrease with increasing x and reach a very small value at x/c < O.l. This behavior a11ows us to neglect m 2 and mg in the equations and set m I = I/2. One solution to the wind-tunnel problem, which may be the only acceptable solution for a swept wing spannl-ng the tunnel, is to calculate the flowfleld about the wlng In the presence of the tunnel walls.
Solution
Thls Is within the capability of the Invlscid method discussed In Section 2, and studies are underway using this capability to investigate the effect of wind (c) tunnel walls on the pressure distribution.
The comparisons presented here are for the test conditions given In Table I 
